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Across
2. that impresses favorably

3. appealing to or engaging the intellect

5. the government/ rule of an absolute 

ruler

9. deceptive; misleading

11. unduly demonstrative

12. household activity, duty, or chore

13. thin, tenuous, or rare held, as a fluid 

or odor

16. a gloomy state of mind

19. to consider something deeply and 

thoroughly

23. the language, especially the 

vocabulary peculiar to a particular trade, 

profession, or group

24. a person filled with enthusiasm

26. continued or extended thought

28. a wistful desire to return in thought 

or in fact to a former time in one's life

29. the state or character of being earnest

31. disassociates

32. the act or process results; general 

statement

33. questioning or puzzled

34. strong censure

35. enliven condition or feeling

Down
1. a formal statement, document, etc., 

stating that one gives up an office, 

position, etc.

4. characterized by melancholy

6. having the nature of hyperbole; 

exaggerated

7. capable of living

8. evidence of authority, status, rights, 

entitlement to privileges

10. to find out definitely

14. prevention of injury, decay, waste, or 

loss

15. not returned or reciprocated

17. of the nature of exposition

18. the body of stories of this kind, 

especially as they relate to a particular 

people, group, or clan

20. the belief that goodness pervades 

reality

21. an act or instance of brandishing

22. the branch of biology dealing with 

the relations & interactions between 

organisms and their enviroment

25. of or relating to a king; royal

27. bare, desolate, and often windswept

30. to utter or pronounce


